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Abstract:
A Flying Light Speck, FLS, is a miniature sized drone equipped with one or more light sources to generate different colors and textures with adjustable brightness. Synchronized swarms of FLSs illuminate complex 2D and 3D shapes in a fixed volume, a 3D display. An FLS display may be a cuboid that sits on a table or hangs on a wall, the dashboard of a self-driving vehicle, a room, etc. Its illuminations provide haptic feedback by detecting a user's touch and flying to exert force back. This presentation describes use of an FLS display in two diverse multimedia applications that generate 3D data, entertainment and healthcare. We present an architecture for a 3D FLS display and novel algorithms to localize FLSs to illuminate complex 2D and 3D shapes, compute FLS flight paths to render a motion illumination, use dark standby FLSs to maintain the quality of an illumination in the presence of FLS failures, and STAG as a novel battery charging framework for FLSs.
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